When considering the current climate of mass media and -
We've been in more control of color in the last twenty years than ever before. Thanks to digital technology, we have abundant colors at our disposal; there is no need to splurge the launch of their new app are now digital objects, tools for teaching color to a technologically inclined audience. If color theory architectural design today? Do architectural designers actu-In recent years, designers have moved beyond the designated post-internet websites emerged in parallel with the bright checkered transparency background as a material swatch, In her recent book, , author Carolyn Kane describes: dirty and degraded counterpart. Where light comes from God and the divine universe, color seeps in from the dis-If color is the detritus of the material world, then there is a codto the discipline's historical white-washing, as evidenced by favoring the mysterious object in its unintelligible depth; a bold blue sits between these binaries as the hue of the technological and the Anthropocene.
If you don't like pink, you don't like yourself.
-Louise Bourgeois probably closer to seven-since pink began to propagate -in a movement towards gender-neutrality. As pop-culture's colors are good…Why would anyone pick blue over pink? -It's hard to deny what was once a taboo color has now saturated our daily environment-is there ever a day without pink? It can be seen everywhere online and in real life: archidesign, makeup, music, sex toys, tech devices, wine-even Log no wonder this color has gained major momentum in current not to exemplify them, then at least to juxtapose them with -Hirsuta, Laurel Broughton and Andrew Kovacs, presented a -But the most striking feature of this landscape are the gently scape, disappearing into its folds, cradled by its small valleys.
Choreographer vulnerable, human-in other words, it was truly pink. of uncertainty is one thing, but the conscious awareness of this state of being is something more: ambivalence. To be rocks-Ida and Dactyl, an asteroid and its moon-for the ricated in pastel colors then completely masked by a slick,
The prevalent use of black on architectural objects means a a void and renders space obsolete as three-dimensions are absence of color, it is none more black and the closest experience to a blackhole humans may ever experience.
does one design with that the ambivalent architectural object-and the digitally ori-It is none more black and perhaps none more digital.
everyday life. To become digital is to be situated in a context where everything
